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About This Game

The time is now.

You are a newly appointed defense network engineer in charge of keeping the company of your choosing from harmful outside
DDoS attacks.

Rival companies want to take your servers offline and its your job to make sure they don't.
Expand your network, build defenses, and attack different territory to dominate your opponents.

The player will begin with a single network nest to manage in a single region and attempt to expand their network by
strategically building different node types to expand to other Networks. Points are added to the player’s total number of points

based on multiple successful actions.(Attacking opposing players, Company Perks associated with the player’s chosen company,
Expanding to other regions, and Defending against incoming attacks).
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit English

Processor: Intel Core i3 2370 2.3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580 1GB GDDR5 Memory

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A
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I really liked this game, WHEN I was able to play it. My hard drive crashed and now I cannot play it on my new computer since
I am being told my key belongs to someone else! Hey Ubisoft, it belongs to ME!!!!. Thanks Ubisoft for a now WORTHLESS
game. Will never again purchase another Ubisoft game.. its fun for a (short) while.. A bug in the game?
I have already achieved 6 mintues on the first level but the second is still locked.. Well, it is still early access.
But even a free, online flash-game is better than this.
It certainly have potential - controllable robots? Aw hell yeah, who wouldn't want to control robots who took over the world and
use it against them?
So far, not much content has been added yet.
Not much at all, really.
If they develop it really well, maybe it has the potential to become something like Project Zomboid, except with more laser
"pew-pew-pew"ing instead of surviving.

Kind of a waste selling my trading cards for this game...
I hope they make me change my mind.. I have to say, the lack of clear machanics in the game make it vary difficult to tell if you
are doing well or failing horribly, (and as far as I could tell, I was always failing horribly).
It has a Doodle God type game feel to it, where you combine things to get new things and so on, and part of the game is just
figuring out what makes what, but there is no log to show you what you have already made so that you can make it again.
All in all, this game feels under baked and incomplete. The core is there, but no support systems.
4/10, showed promise, but just that.
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I DO recommend Far Cry Primal, but only with a bundled set of disclaimers, caveats, and concessions. Let's cover those first...

1) Ubisoft/Uplay. An understandable dealbreaker for many gamers. You have to be signed in to Uplay and Steam to play, even
though Uplay is a useless ghost town everyone hates. But Ubisoft doesn't care. Because they're Ubisoft. Being THE WORST is
just what they do. Sometimes I try to imagine what the Ubi offices must be like, and when I do, I always envision a bunch of
unregistered sex offenders sitting around in cubicles chomping their own sun dried feces.

"Yo, bro, you wanna bite of my mookie stick?"
"Naw, bro, I got a peanut allergy, I best chomp my own."

So, instead of drowning this collection of human detritus in the nearest bathtub or waterlogged old tire, you have to give them
$60. Assuming you possess a human soul, this will make you feel dirty. #foreverunclean

2) The core game, played on default settings, is just another crummy, shallow, hand hold-y Far Cry game. If you've played one,
you've played them all. The spear and the dingo won't change that.

3) Technical issues abound. From what I can surmise, Primal inherited some pretty massive frame rate and memory leak
problems from Far Cry 4. My rig overpowers Primal by miles, and yet there have been many times when I could only play for
half an hour, before crippling frame rate issues forced me to restart. Sometimes I'd make it all the way to a couple of hours, but
most of those forced resets landed in the 45 to 75 minute zone. Ubisoft was, of course, too busy a'chompin' to offer any tangible
assistance, despite my requests for help. Luckily, I was saved by a kid on youtube, who had posted a video about how to tweak
the problems away in the .ini and nvidia control panel. That was a complicated hassle in its own right, but I was lucky enough to
have a set up very similar to the one in the video, and in the end, it did fix my issues. Completely. There's no gaurantee that's
going to work for you, but, hey, feel free to utter a prayer to whatever gods you worship and take the leap, if you're feeling
frisky.

And now you say, ok, Third, I get it, and I'm still potentially willing to navigate this circus of failure if there's a fun game on the
other side of it, where I get to run around as a cave man!

And I say to you, excelsior!! For those that survive the many trials of the feces chompers can find something very special at the
end of their stinky, half broken rainbow.

In Survival Mode (which was added post launch), with almost all of the interface turned off, Far Cry Primal becomes a
fascinating and unique experience. It's just you and the wilderness.

You have to eat, and sleep and stay warm. It's survival-light, really, but that's the correct setting for what's going on here. Unlike
many of the true survival games, where survival mechanics overwhelm everything else, Primal's realism has a much lighter
touch. The food and shelter considerations only add to the organic feeling of being there, among the Wenja (your tribe), without
ever hijacking the experience.

Organic. In almost every circumstance, organic is what Primal does best. The combat, for example. In a game with a spear, a
club, and a bow, the combat is never going to be the centerpiece. And it's not. Fighting feels functional, at best. I find that
accurate. You're a bunch of primitive hunter/gatherers, not ice age warlords, and the combat reflects the fact that you're using
primitive hunting tools to engage in warfare, at the times where warfare happens. The big game changer of interpersonal
conflict is not a grand contraption like a massive rocket launcher, or the guidance lens for an orbital laser array, but, simply,
fire. Good old fire. It's what keeps the wolves at bay.

In this case, literally. All of the conflict in Primal takes place on a steep incline. A couple of wandering tribesmen are easily
dispatched with a few jabs of your spear. Encounter a little pack of fussy dingos and they are likewise fodder. In these types of
fights, the game can seem too easy. But add just a few more tribesmen, or substitute a trio of wolves for those three dingos, and
you've gone from academic to intense. Add a village. Meet the wolves at night, in unfamiliar terrain, far from the nearest
campfire. Now we're all the way to overwhelming, and we haven't even reached the game's true leviathans: big animals. You
don't want to make them angry. A wooly rhino or a bear will come down on you like an angry mountain. I've never been killed
faster than that time I thought it would be a good idea to shoot an arrow at a moose. The hooves were real. It was like being the
floor at Riverdance.
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Luckily, most of the animals are only hostile if you mistreat them, and most predators can be tamed, assuming you can isolate
them from their pointy friends, and you've been keeping up with the homework at wild kingdom charm school. The taming is a
lot of fun, if vaguely reminiscent of pokemon. Tougher animals need to be worn down before you bait them, but once you get
them interested in the free snack, it tends to go pretty well. A lot of the joy in Primal comes from these furry friends. They're
fun to pet. And since you've got the interface turned off, they're also vital to exploring safely, as their growls and yelps provide a
kind of sketchy biological radar. It's another great example of how beautifully organic the experience of playing Primal can be.
Correctly optioned, you're never looking for an icon, or following a trail of magic waypoint lights. You're being there, in the
forest, scanning foliage for danger, listening to your companion for clues, listening to the myriad calls of the wild around you,
deciphering what feels like a breathing world on its own terms, in its own language. It's a wonderful, unique experience.

There is a story, and it's a fairly simple one, befitting of the simple cave folk it concerns. There are a few named NPCs, and
what they lack in numbers they make up for in sheer lunacy, most of the time. Without spoiling the game's scripted moments, I
will simply say that they are a fairly memorable group of people, with similarly memorable interactions. There are collectibles
to stalk, and rare beasts with different pet skills, better pet stats, or, just finer pelts. Your village can be upgraded and expanded
as you find and recruit more Wenja. Aside from a few NPCs, they don't really interact, but they're fun to watch in an ant farm
kind of way; the villagers without real speaking parts get up to all kinds of domestic shenannigans as they pursue their daily
lives. And there is the owl, your friend and totem, who would be useless in the default game, had we not agreed to kill that
interface and play survival mode. In our version of the game, where no icon pops up in your HUD to inform you of nearby
people, quests, and locations, the owl, with his flight and keen eyesight, is an invaluable scouting tool. (And a lot of fun to
inhabit and fly.)

I feel as though I've said almost everything that needs saying here, so I'll close with a few notes on killing the interface, because
you probably want most of it turned off, but not all of it...

Leave your health bar on. If you turn your pet's health bar off, you can still tell when it's injured because you will have an option
to heal it. Your health bar has no in-world equivalent, so if you turn it off, you have no idea when to heal yourself. Leave the
environmental prompts on. If you don't, you'll spend ridiculous amounts of time on simple things like looting or trying to align
for grapple throws. And finally, leave the thing on that tells you what you're picking up. You kind of need to know what
resources you're accumulating, and even if you didn't need to know, it's still silly to suggest that you wouldn't know what you're
putting in your own bag.

***A quick thanks/credit to my friend Matt, who coined "unregistered sex offender".. A fun game, but pretty short for the
price. If money is no object and you've got a couple hours, pick this one up.. NOTE: For review with screenshots, please visit 
http:\/\/microfloppy.net\/2014\/08\/12\/storm\/

Storm is a puzzle\/platform game where you use the elements to guide your seed to good soil. I have tried this game a few times
earlier but quit because of bad controls - I am allergic to badly ported games. Now I have an XBox-controller and gave this
game one more try.

Unfortunately, Storm didn't convince me this time either. It's a shame because I really want to like this game. It's incredibly
beautiful and has a great sountrack with relaxing sound effects. Also, it isn't developed by any big giants but by the much
smaller Eko Software.

I love the charming graphics but beyond that there isn't much in this game for me. I just get frustrated over stuck seeds and
unmanageable controls. I can theoretically solve the required puzzles, but making the controls do what I want is a completely
different matter. Maybe it is something for you if you like this kind of challenge, but for me this game experience turns into a
stressful, frustrating mess. And I have to say it is a shame because, again, I love the concept and the visuals.

2\/10 seeds. I'll start saying that this game is an example that mobile games can work perfectly in the PC, some mobile
features can be seamlessly transferred to pc to use it as it's features.

Getting the mobile thing out of the way, the game:
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 The Good:

 \u2022 Beautiful Music (it changes to set the tone with each scene, and even tough there is some repetitive music, at least the
track is good and fun to listen to)

 \u2022 Beautiful Art (art style is simple and manga-like, art is colorful, and sometimes big or minimalistic, despite the
simplistic chibi-like art, you can describe emotion on the faces and gestures of the main characters, even when it's in a still-
image)

 \u2022 Gameplay is fun, addictive and Rpg-like (it's simple and only requires the mouse or one controler, few buttons,
descriptive tutorial, and diferent "minigame events" for diferent skills)

 \u2022 Point and Click and Visual Novel style game (it's also a point'n'click game, click in the enviroment to read
characters toughts, get itens or go to another level, and you can also compare it as a Visual Novel, follow story and make
choices to change it as you play)

 \u2022 It's a comic book in game form! (The game acts as a comic-book with every scene as a "panel", also the game allows
you to go back and check previous scenes just like a comic book)

 \u2022 Writing is simple and fun (it has a nice and entrailing story, sometimes simple, sometimes dark, sometimes funny,
sometimes sad)

 \u2022 Perfect Checkpoint locations (it auto-saves before important events)

 \u2022 The "Choice" feature (in this game you have some "moral choices" sometimes in cutscenes like "kill" or "forgive",
and mostly in-battle where you can choose to attack an enemy and kill it, or you can defend and weaken the enemy,
prompting to have a "Forgive enemy" choice)

 The Bad:

 \u2022 You have to hold some options to read what it does (some itens\/skills have to be held in order to know what it does,
sometimes you can click in it by mistake, you CAN go back and choose diferently though)
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 \u2022 No "Same moves" Feature (you have to repeat every move you made last time, there is no "repeat moves" feature,
this IS minor though)

 \u2022 Some enemies are faster, but we don't know which ones are (faster enemies makes the "quick event minigame"
harder if your character is slow, but we don't know whose enemies are faster or not)

 \u2022 If you choose the attack or defese option you can't cancel (self-explanatory, you choose to attack you can't go back
to that character, he is locked on attack)

 \u2022 Some messages only appear once (some of the characters dialoge, or dialoge when you click the enviroment, are only
said once)

 \u2022 No save feature (only auto-save). I had lots of fun playing this game!

Classic LAN experience with lots of fun moments!

I like all of the maps and guns.. Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you kill the clans base before you receive the quest,
the game is stuck.
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